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Introduction 

In January 2022, Postgraduate Research Officer Adetunji, being his third month in office and as a first-

year PhD student at the university, continues to focus on meeting PGR students face-to-face and via 

social media platforms to understand their needs and how the PGR office can help. In addition, he 

attended several PGR centered events such as mixer, study sessions, festive events, coffee meet-ups 

etc., 
 

The feedbacks from PGR community. 

 

Accommodation – This is still an issue but we have been solving it collectively as a community by sharing 
accommodation information on various platforms e.g WhatsApp groups. 

  
  
Events – The Student Union held PG mixer (PG Taught, Integrated-PhD and direct PhD) on the 26th of 
January 2022. The event was successful; it was an amazing event that connected students. Great feedbacks 
were received. 

Goals For This Term 

- To create more memorable events for members of the community. 

- To help strengthen the bonds within the community. 

- To gain constant feedback from the community at all times. 

- To provide a proper explanation of what communities are to all students on the university social 

media pages. 

- There is a few coffee meet-ups coming, it will be a great avenue to meet the PGR and gather 

feedbacks. 

 
What have I been up to? 

- I have been actively promoting all events on the University of Essex social media 

page. 

- I have been attending the SCO catch-up sessions with the VP Community and 

Engagement. 

- I have attended meetings with the VP International and my coordinator. 

- We have had a PGR centered events such as study session, festive events, coffee meet-

ups etc. 

 

What we are planning? 

- The PGT officer and I are planning a networking event, we have discussed it briefly, we continue to 
work on consultation and decide how to go about this. 
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